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The Fourth Trademark Law Amendment: To Curb Willful Squatting 
Activity from Its Source

A new round of intellectual property law 

revision has been launched recently. 

The revision of the Trademark Law is 

among the most important ones. Behind 

the years-long sustained high-speed 

growth of the trademark application 

filings, the phenomenon of trademark 

squatting and hoarding has become 

more and more noticeable and this 

clearly goes against the essence of 

trademark. Wentong Chen, deputy 

director of the Trademark Office of China 

National Intellectual Property 

Administration, bluntly stated that the 

trademark registration procedure is 

cumbersome and time-consuming, 

which contributes to the failure of 

meeting the urgent needs of the 

applicant.

The above issues have made the fourth 

amendment of the Trademark Law to be 

put on the agenda. According to 

Wentong Chen, the amendment aims to 

establish an efficient registration 

framework, shorten the registration 

cycle, discuss and improve the 

prosecution system, curb trademark 

squatting and mass hoarding activities 

from their source, stressing on the duty 

of using the trademark, and to promote 

the effective use and the essential 

attributes of trademark.

"We will curb malicious trademark 

registration and hoarding, continue to 

intensify trademark protection. We will 

standardize the trademark registration 

mechanism, promote the idea of 

protecting preemptively, take measures 

such as pre-examination and centralized 

examination, resolutely curb the 

dishonest registration, strictly crack 

down on trademark hoarding and 

malicious registration, regularize 

trademark agents, impose joint 

punishment on those seriously in breach 

of professional ethics, and constantly 

optimize the business and innovation 

environment." said Wentong Chen.

Information Source: Intellectual Property Protection in China
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Rank of the Amounts of Acting Patent Applications among 
Chinese Agents (Last Five Years): Jiaquan Reaches the Top Ten 

Recently, a media has counted the number (over the last five years) of acting patent 

applications among the Chinese agents through Patentstar Searching System 

combining the data sourced from “Public Platform for Patent Attorney Services” 

organized by All-China Patent Attorneys Association. With 70,809 applications, Jiaquan 

IP Law ranked the eighth in the list.

Source: CISIP & IPRlearn Wechat Official Accounts

Rank Firms Acting application 

1 Beijing Keyi Intellectual Property Firm 188788

2 Unitalen Attorneys at Law 135566

3 Chofn IP 104742

4 Scihead IP 95242

5 China Patent Agent (H.K.) Ltd. 78265

6 Beijing ZHCC Intellectual Property Co.,ltd 73478

7 Advance China IP Law Office 71810

8 Jiaquan IP Law 70809

9 Beijing HZLT IP 68641

10 YOGO IP Firm 68418
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1. What kind of word trademarks could be identified 

or distinguished by using different fonts?

Article 3.1 of Chinese Trademark Examination Guideline 

provides that “if two Chinese language trademarks consist 

of same characters with different fonts, styles, 

pronunciations or arrangement, which is easy for the 

relevant public to confuse the source of the goods or 

services, they shall be judged as similar trademarks.”  

Article 3.3 of Chinese Trademark Examination Guideline 

provides that “if two Chinese language trademarks consist 

of three or more characters respectively, having only 

individual difference in characters and no trademark 

meaning or no significant difference in meaning, which is 

easy for the relevant public to confuse the source of the 

goods or services, they shall be judged as similar 

trademarks.  

However, if two Chinese language trademarks have 

apparently different pronunciation or font of initial 

character, or overall meanings of these two trademarks 

are different, which makes the whole of these two 

trademarks apparently different and it is not easy for the 

relevant public to confuse the source of the goods or 

services, they shall not be judged as similar trademarks.”

Article 3.7 of Chinese Trademark Examination Guideline 

provides that “if two trademarks respectively consist of 

same foreign words, letters or Arabic numerals, having 

difference only in fonts or styles, which are easy for the 

relevant public to confuse the source of the goods or 

services, they shall be judged as similar trademarks. 

However, under any of the following circumstances, two 
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trademarks shall not be deemed as similar 

trademarks.

（1）Two trademarks respectively consist 

of one or two foreign letters with apparently 

different and non-conventional font, and 

both are meaningless, which make the 

whole of these two trademarks apparently 

different and it is not easy for the relevant 

public to confuse the source of the goods or 

services.

From the practice of trademark examination 

and corresponding examination standard, 

we could know that normally style of font will 

not affect the outcome of trademark 

examination. Especially, in examination of 

Chinese language trademark, font of 

character is not equal to pattern of 

character. For Chinese language 

trademarks, the meaning of different fonts 

should be interpreted as different structures 

of characters. Two different Chinese 

characters with similar writing ways (except 

for simplified and traditional Chinese 

characters, they are regarded as the same 

character) does not mean that they have 

different font. This principle is basically 

followed in examination of trademarks in 

foreign languages. But only the aforesaid 

Article 3.7 of Chinese Trademark 

Examination Guideline is excluded. When 

two trademarks respectively consist of one 

or two foreign letters, their distinction on font 

could be considered as the distinction on 

pattern of letters. And the similarity of font 

will be an essential basis in examination on 

this kind of trademark. Consequently, only 

when the trademarks consist of just one or 

two foreign letters, shall the enterprises 

focus on font selection and font copyright 

protection.

2. If a trademark contains paid fonts, 

how to deal with the situation when the 

copyright owner of the fonts claims his 

right?

Some enterprises may be disturbed or 

dazed by this situation. They wonder 

whether they could continue to use their 

trademarks or not. Copyright infringement of 

font does not mean that trademark right will 

be invalid or unstable. They are two different 

civil rights with different protective laws. 

Only when the trademarks consist of just 

one or two foreign letters as mentioned 

above, copyright infringement of font will 

possibly threaten the stability of trademark 

right, and will harmfully affect the trademark 

right. In this case, the enterprises can only 

passively pay high royalties for copyright 

use in order to support trademark use. To 

avoid this kind of situation, defensive work 

should be well-prepared in the early stage 

of trademark application. Font needs to be 

originally designed and better with copyright 

registered. For other situations, the 
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following matters should be clarified:

First of all, the enterprises should define 

the impact of changing fonts on trademark 

stability. For example, if the owner for the 

font Microsoft Accor black claims 

copyright infringement against the 

trademark, it is indeed acceptable to 

change the font to a free font because it 

does not affect overall recognition of the 

word mark. For the more artistic paid 

fonts, enterprises should follow the 

principle that registration and usage of 

trademark must be consistent. So instead 

of changing the font, it is better to re-

register the trademark with a new free 

font, which is risk-free of rejection at 

substantive examination stage.

Secondly, enterprises should evaluate the 

cost difference between re-registration of 

the trademark and royalty fee of the font 

copyright. Official fee for one trademark 

application is CNY 300 (period of validity 

is 10 years), which is much cost-effective 

than royalty fee for copyright. And 

generally, there is a time limit for a 

copyright license. Enterprises may need 

to pay the royalty every year. Therefore, 

cost of getting a copyright license will be 

much higher than cost of filing a new 

trademark application.

In conclusion, the use of the font for a 

word trademark is basically divided into 

three situations. a) Using a generally 

designed paid font. b) Using a highly 

artistic designed paid font. c) Using a 

highly artistic designed paid font for a 

word trademark consisting only one or 

two foreign letters. For these three 

situations, enterprises should stop using 

the font or pay the royalty when font 

copyright dispute occurs. But the intensity 

for the impact on trademark stability after 

changing the font is different.

3. Selection of fonts for word 

trademarks and the pros and cons.

A. Original design 

Enterprises should adhere to the principle 

of self-confidence that the trademark is 

originally designed for either its font or 

content, the font is not copied from others, 

the content is not hitched a free ride on 

other famous brands and the trademark 

remains unchanged in actual use. Its 

advantage is that the enterprise could 

create a satisfied brand image. This kind 

of trademark is easy to be recognized by 

the relevant public in the market, on the 

ground of its strong originality. However, it 

costs a certain amount of design and 

copyright registration fee in the early 

stage of application. 

B. Free ones 

When selecting such fonts, the only thing 

to note is the difference between free 

fonts and paid fonts. Free fonts such as 

Song typeface, regular script, clerical 

script, running script, small seal script and 

so on could be a nice choice since they 

are public cultural resources. They are 

convenient to use, without worrying about 

font infringement. However, it is too 
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common to give the relevant public a strong visual impression.

C. Pay royalty 

This situation is not common. But there will also be some paid fonts, which fit the enterprise 

temperament and make the enterprise have a strong desire to use them. In this case, it is first 

necessary to ask the font copyright owner for copyright license before the trademark 

application. The downside is that it may cost a lot of money.

In brief, before brand establishment, enterprises should have a clear and professional 

understanding and solution on protection and selection of fonts for word trademarks. By doing 

so, enterprises may properly judge situation when disputes incur and make the right choice.
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